POPULAR ATTACHMENTS
The price of most emblems includes your
choice of military clutch or black rubber clutch.
(Attachments are not shown at actual size).

Your Sample Pins
from
Military (Butterﬂy) Clutch

Safety Pin Back

Tie Tack Back

Rubber Clutch

Magnet Back

Cuff Link

Nobody offers more options
than PinSource!
In addition to these popular attachments we offer a
variety of ﬁnishes, enamels and embellishments like:
Stones
Danglers
Spinners
Sliders
Sculpted PVC

Glitter Enamel
Glow in the Dark Enamel
Thixotropy Enamel
Transparent Enamel
Magnetic Backs and MORE!

Visit pinsource.com
for more information
including image
galleries of the pin styles
in this guide.

A guide to our
most popular
pin styles.

Questions? Call:

800-678-9288 • int’l: 802-872-7700 • fax: 802-872-5797
info@pinsource.com

800-678-9288
pinsource.com

Our experienced custom
pin designers will be glad
to assist you in choosing
the best styles for your pin.

How do we make
a die struck pin?
HARD ENAMEL

1. Your design or logo is engraved by hand
into a tool (die).
2. The die is then stamped into high quality
metal to make an impression of your logo.
3. If your pin is to be enameled, it is at this
point that we ﬁll the recessed areas with
liquid enamel.
4. Since the colors are liquid, we use a thin
wall of metal to keep the colors separated
before baking. Based on your preference,
these thin walls are later plated gold, silver
or black nickel.

Frequently asked questions
Q. How may colors can my pin have?
A. Unlimited, you can have as many colors as you like.
Q. How long will my pins take to make?
A. We offer production as fast as 5 business days.
Standard production time is 2-3 weeks.
Q. I don’t have art. Can you help me?
A. Yes, we have a full service Creative Department
with years of experience helping customers design
their pins.
Q. Can you make a sample pin before I ﬁnalize
my order?
A. Yes, a pre-production sample is available.
Please ask for details.

on a die struck emblem

An ancient Chinese art, that was
developed over 6000 years ago,
Hard Enamel has a brilliant and
refined look. Run your fingers
over these pins and you will feel
a smooth glass-like surface as
the color is raised to the level of
the metal. These pins are highly
durable, with a jewelry-like finish
that will not scratch. Specific colors
can be matched using the Pantone
(PMS) color matching system.

EMBOSSED SOFT ENAMEL

PVC
For a fun, three-dimensional
rendition of your logo or design,
you may want to consider custom
designed PVC lapel pins. PVC
lapel pins are made with a versatile
process that can create flat, 2D,
3D or even a full relief of your
chosen design or logo. In addition
to standard PMS colors, we offer
PVC pins that are transparent,
neon, sparkling, and even glow in
the dark!

on a die struck emblem

PRINTED

Similar to Hard Enamel except that
the color is recessed into the pin. As
you run your finger over these pins
you will feel a definite raised and
lowered effect. Although very
durable, the colored enamel is softer
and less scratch resistant than Hard
Enamel. Specific colors can be
matched using the Pantone (PMS)
color matching system.

Choose printed pins for designs
requiring fine lines and detail.
Your design is reproduced
digitally and then printed directly
on to the metal. An epoxy dome
is added for protection. This
process is perfect for photos,
gradient colors or shading.

A high-quality, lower cost alternative to Hard Enamel.

Perfect for photographic or continuous tone art.

DIE STRUCK no color

CAST

For a rich metal look without color,
this is your best choice. The raised
areas are highly polished to a
brilliant luster. The recessed areas
are sandblasted or textured to
create an appealing contrast.
These pins can also be antiqued
(darkened) for a vintage effect.

For an exciting 3D look choose our
Cast process. From your design we
create tooling that enables us to
provide a sculpted effect. Once your
basic piece is created, we are able
to plate it in gold, silver or any of
the platings we offer including
antique plating.

Metal pins are available in a variety of platings, including gold, silver, bronze, and black nickel.

